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Abstract
During the last few decades, the use of molecular markers has played an increasing role in plant breeding and genetics.
Among various molecular markers, SSR markers are the most popular and versatile molecular marker have been widely used
because of their valuable features such as abundance, co-dominance inheritance, high polymorphism, reproducibility and
ease of assay by PCR. All these feature which make them very suitable for physical mapping, genetic mapping, comparative
mapping, genetic diversity, QTLs analysis and study of evolutionary relationship. Using molecular method for the development
of SSRs might be laborious, costly and time-consuming. Using bioinformatics tools to mine sequences in public databases
facilitates a cost-effective detection of SSRs. SSRs are useful as molecular markers because their development is inexpensive.
In this review paper, introduction of SSRs marker and development of SSRs markers by bioinformatics tools are discussed.
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Introduction
Marker is a gene and linked with a specific trait. The
markers used in genetics and plant breeding can be
classified into 3 different types of genetic markers such
as morphological markers, biochemical markers and
molecular markers. Morphological markers are
characterized as observable traits such as seed size and
flower color etc (Sumarani et al., 2004) and biochemical
markers are protein produced by expression of genes
that are identified by definite staining and electrophoresis
methods (Pillai et al., 2000) such as alloenzymes etc.
These two markers have several disadvantages such as
they are limited in number and influenced by environmental
factors (Varshney et al., 2005). The molecular marker
(genetic marker) is a tiny part of DNA sequence showing
polymorphism between dissimilar individuals (Ghori et al.,
2015). DNA-based molecular markers as versatile tools
and have applied in area such as plant breeding, genetic
engineering and taxonomy etc (Joshi et al., 2011) and it
is also a very potent genomic tools to raise the efficiency
and accuracy of breeding methods for crop improvement
*Author for correspondence: E-mail: rajendrak64@yahoo.co.in

(Varshney et al., 2012). Several molecular markers such
as Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (RFLP),
Random Amplification of Polymorphic DNAs (RAPD),
Sequence Tagged Sites (STS), Amplified Fragment Length
Polymorphisms (AFLP), Simple Sequence Repeats (SSR)
and Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) have been
introduced and deployed in various ways in several plant
breeding programmes. The various types of available
DNA markers can be classified into three categories:
First generation DNA markers (Hybridization
based)
The first generation DNA marker system is based
on southern blotting techniques. RFLP (Restriction
Fragment Length Polymorphism) is an example of the
first generation DNA markers. RFLP technique based
on hybridization of genomic DNA digested with restriction
enzymes and DNA probes. Grodzicker et al. (1975) used
for the first time to identify DNA sequence polymorphism
for genetic mapping of a temperature sensitive mutation
of adenovirus serotypes. Botstein et al. (1980) used RFLP
for human genome mapping and afterward RFLP used
for plant genomes (Helentjaris et al., 1986; Weber and
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Helentjaris, 1989).
Second generation (PCR based markers)
The second generation DNA marker is based on
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). PCR is technique used
for amplification of small DNA fragments. It is widely
used because it requires a very small amount of DNA to
analysis. All PCR based markers depend on the PCR
primers which bind to specific sites in the genome.
Third generation DNA markers (DNA sequence
based)
Currently, third generation DNA markers is cheap,
non gel-based assays with high throughput detection
systems. SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) are
an example of third generation DNA markers.
Distributions and Occurrences
The SSRs are distributed all over the genome as
compared to other molecular markers (GousMiah et al.,
2013). Microsatellites are present in the coding region as
well as noncoding region (Tautz and Renz, 1984; Gupta
et al., 1996; Toth et al., 2000). Coding region contain
DNA sequence that encodes protein by expression of
genes. Noncoding DNA sequences do not encode
any protein sequences, but few noncoding DNA
is transcribed into transfer RNA (t-RNA), regulatory
RNAs and ribosomal RNA (r-RNA). The amount of total
genomic DNA and proportion of coding and noncoding
DNA varies between organisms. Approximately 85–90%
region of prokaryotes genome contains non-repetitive
(Koonin and Wolf, 2010) and 20% of a prokaryote
genome is noncoding (Fabrico, 2012). Eukaryotes genome
such as plants and mammalians, its most of genome
contain repetitive DNA (Lewin, 2004) in case of human,
over 98% of the genome is noncoding DNA (Elgar et
al., 2008). Microsatellites are more abundant and longer
in vertebrates as compared to invertebrates. Longer
microsatellites are present in cold-blooded species
(vertebrates) (Chambers and MacAvoy, 2000). Toth et
al. (2000) studied on various taxa and found that while
minimum number of microsatellites was exhibited by C.
elegans and maximum number of microsatellites was
exhibited by rodents. In the genomes of several organisms,
repeated analysis of microsatellite frequency has revealed
that occurrence of microsatellites are comparatively low
in prokaryotes, bats, lepidopterans and birds but in most
mammals and fishes have a high frequency of repeat
motifs.
Role of simple sequence repeats (SSRs) varies in
coding region and non cooding region. The SSRs located
in a coding region can affect the activation of a gene and

consequently, the expression of a protein. If the SSRs
located in a noncoding region, it may effect on gene
regulation (Lawson and Zhang, 2006). The untranslated
region (UTRs) regions of different organisms contain
different repeat of SSRs. Occurrence of SSRs in the 5’ UTRs are essential for expression of a few genes.
Occurrence of SSRs in 3’–UTRs cause transcription
slippage. Exon is the functional part of the mRNA that
encodes expression of proteins. In many species, exons
contain more tri and hexanucletide motifs and rarely
contain di and tetranucleotides motifs. In human
trinucleotides repeat reveal about a two times greater
occurrence in exonic and intergenic region in all
chromosomes except Y chromosome (Subramanian et
al., 2003). SSRs motifs vary from species to species and
within same species. In case of animal genome
dinucleotides motifs (CA)n were normally found while
dinucletodies motifs (AT)n were rarely found (Moore et
al., 1991). In case of plant genome dinucleotides repeat
are more common while mono and tetranucleotides
repeats are lesser (Wang et al., 1994; Schug et al., 1998).
In several species, dinucleotide repeats of SSRs are
limited in coding region as compared to non-coding region
(Li et al., 2002) whereas trinucleotides are found more
abundant in the coding regions of the genome (Toth et
al., 2000).Varshney et al. (2002) recognized trinucleotide
repeats of SSRs were the most frequent found as
compared to dinucleotides repeats and tetranucleotides
repeats in cereals.
Types of Simple sequence repeat (SSRs)
Microsatellites arise in regions consisting of short
numbers of tandem repeat of DNA sequences in genome
and reveal extreme polymorphism (Shamjana et al.,
2015). Microsatellites have been classified into three
classes depending upon their occurrence and source for
development. First is Genomic (gSSRs), which isolated
from the nuclear genome. Second is EST or genic
microsatellites (EST-SSRs), which developed by exploiting
EST sequences. Third is organellar microsatellite which
developed from the chloroplast (cpSSRs) and
mitochondrial (mtSSRs) genome of an organism (Siju et
al., 2014). The number of repeats is characteristics of
an allelic deviation at certain locus. The number of repeat
depends on the type and of the size of the motifs. Based
on type of repeat sequence, SSRs are classified into four
categories (Oliveira et al., 2006). First is perfect
microsatellite in which the repeat sequence is continuous
and is not broken up by any base not belonging to the
motif. Second is imperfect microsatellite in which a pair
of bases is present between the repeat motif that does
not match the motif sequence. Third is interrupted
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microsatellite in which a few sequence inside the repeated
sequence that does not match the motif sequence. Forth
is compound microsatellite is also called as composite
microsatellites in which two neighboring distinctive repeats
present in the sequence. Based on the length of repeat
motif, SSRs are classified into two categories. Class I
microsatellites is perfect SSRs of 20 nucleotides in
length. Class II microsatellites is perfect SSRs of 12
nucleotides and 20 nucleotides in length (Temnykh et
al., 2001).
Tools to search for SSR in genome
The in silico tools required for searching SSRs from
sequences have become efficient and inexpensive
alternative for plant species. Bioinformatics tools, which
detected SSR repeats and developed a PCR-based SSR
markers are listed below:
Sputnik tool
Sputnik tool is fast, simple and easy to use. This tool
searches DNA sequence files in FASTA format for SSRs
(Abajian, 1994). Sputnik is used to search for repeated
sequences of nucleotides of length between 2 and 5. It
searches perfect, imperfect and compound repeats of
SSRs. Sputnik has useful for SSRs identification in various
species such as barley and Arabidopsis (Cardle et al.,
2000). Disadvantage of sputnik is that it cannot identify
mononucleotide repeats and at present it is not supported
by a web interface (Duran et al., 2009).
Repeat finder
Repeat Finder tool used for finding of SSRs from
small to medium datasets in which DNA sequences file
used in FASTA format. It identify perfect, compound and
imperfect repeat. Repeat Finder has been used for
identifying SSRs in peanut (Jayashree et al., 2005).
SSR Locator
This tool is newly developed and it used as recognition
and characterization of SSRs. Victoria et al. (2011) applied
SSR Locator to reading the pattern of expressed
sequence tags derived SSR markers for model plants.
SSRIT
Simple Sequence Repeats Identification Tool is used
for the identification of perfect simple sequence repeats
(SSRs). The outcome obtained in tabular format. Its
output contain no. of repeats, SSR start and end, motif
(repeat) type and sequence ID. SSRIT has been applied
in rice for identification of SSRs (Temnykh et al., 2001).
Singh et al. (2011) applied this tool to mine SSRs in wheat
rust Pucciniasp. Kantety et al. (2002) applied SSRIT
tool to mine SSR in ESTs from sorghum, maize, rice,
wheat and barley.
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TRF Tool
Tandem repeat finder can find large number of SSRs
repeats (approximately 2,000 base pairs). TRF finds
perfect, compound and imperfect repeats and has been
used in cowpea for identification of SSRs (Chen et al.,
2007).
MISA
MISA detects perfect, interrupted and compound
SSRs. MISA can also design PCR amplification primers
on either side of each SSR sequences. MISA has been
used in wheat (Yu et al., 2004), peanut (Liang et al.,
2009), barley (Thiel et al., 2003; Kota et al., 2001b) and
rye (Khlestkina et al., 2004) for identification of SSR.
TROLL
It is Simple Sequence Repeat (SSR) finder based on
a slight modification of the Aho-Corasick algorithm. It
requires a standard personal computer (PC) to operate.
It have used for SSRs identification in Arabidopsis
genome (Duran et al., 2009).
PolySSR (Tang et al., 2008)
It is tool used to identify polymorphic SSRs rather
than just SSRs. It finds polymorphic short sequence
repeats from EST sequences available on public
databases. Poly SSR has been used in potato, tomato,
rice, Arabidopsis, Brassica and chicken for identification
of SSR.

Conclusion and Future Prospects
At present, several molecular markers are reported
and effectively used in plant breeding programs. Amongst
all molecular markers, SSRs marker is ideal marker due
to their valuable characteristics like highly polymorphic
nature, abundance, genome-wide distribution and codominanceetc. Therefore, it is widely used for
identification of alleles linked with disease and also for
physical mapping, genetic mapping, association mapping
and comparative mapping, genetic diversity, QTLs
analysis, marker assisted selection, study of evolutionary
relationship and mapping of desired genes.The codominant nature of SSRs is appropriate for genetical
analysis in segregating F2 population. Hyper-variability
nature of SSRs shows very high allelic variations even
among very closely related varieties. The high
reproducibility nature of SSR would be an important in
genetic study. Reproducibility of the SSR profile is as
strong as it is with RFLPs. Experimental measures for
SSR analysis is easy and it requires only a small amount
of DNA.
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